Publishing Open Access

BioOne’s OA program is designed to meet the needs of independent open-access publishers that are generating sufficient sustaining revenue through collected APCs (article publication charges), grants, and/or society endowments, and are seeking a cost-effective Web publication strategy.

Interested in joining BioOne Complete?

BioOne Complete, the premier destination for independent publishing in the biological, ecological, and environmental sciences, is home to both subscribed and open-access titles. Moreover, BioOne offers subscribed titles in BioOne Complete the opportunity to make single articles or archival issues freely available to all users, even while keeping the rest of their content available for subscribers only. All open access content on the platform is designated with an OA icon.

Participating titles enjoy all of the benefits of subscribed titles (except royalty sharing), including:

- Access to a sophisticated platform
- Content conversion to XML
- Online-early/issue-in-progress publication workflows
- Registration and deposit of article DOIs with CrossRef
- Archiving through Portico and LOCKSS
- A full list of benefits is available here.

To cover the costs of these services, OA titles pay a $10 per published page fee, billed annually. This means that if you publish 250 pages per year, the cost is $2,500 USD. This is a flat rate; there are no setup or other associated fees, and BioOne does not charge a royalty on APCs.

As with subscribed participation, inclusion in BioOne’s OA program is selective. Please refer to our guide to joining BioOne Complete for evaluative criteria and contact us with any questions.